ACADEMICS

School performance witnessed a 100% pass rate with all the students scoring above 60%. Our students have shown a remarkable improvement in their academic performance. N. Priya - 1st yr, B.Com received a cash reward for securing the school topper position in her 12th board examinations (Semmannudi Higher Secondary School).

EVENT

The ‘One Day, One Story’ event organised by Pratham Books encouraged our students to read books and work on their vocabulary.

ART & CRAFT

Students enjoy spending time with water colours and painting landscapes.

AFTER SCHOOL

The students return from their school and play in the evenings. They vie with each other to water the plants and enjoy watching the plants bloom with beautiful flowers.

SPORTS

As part of our holistic training, sports is emphasised as much as academics. All round development leads to better academic performance.

FITNESS

Yoga is a common practice every day in the morning for 30 minutes.